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Montana’s long-standing expertise in fueling and feeding the world underpins our
expertise in healing the world with pioneering research at our two state universities,
agile bio startups and established pharma firms active in many different specialty
areas such as neuroscience, TBI, Alzheimer’s, CRISPR gene editing research,
alternatives to opioids, cancer vaccines and more.
Montana is at the forefront of the global COVID-19 response with a myriad of
Montana firms working on testing and vaccine protocols. Rocky Mountain Labs, one
of a handful of Level IV bioscience facilities in the U.S., run by the NIH, currently has
five teams focused on this response. This facility was featured on National Public
Radio and in the NY Times for its essential work in combating the current pandemic.
McLaughlin Research Institute for Biomedical Sciences in Great Falls is a nationally
recognized center for neurogenetic research on Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and other
degenerative nerve diseases.
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BIOSCIENCE
CASE STUDY: GSK

“2021 marks 40 years since the founding of the site in the Bitterroot valley. Throughout this amazing journey the support from
our local and state government and the Hamilton community
has been outstanding.”
-Stephen Brant, Hamilton Site Director, GSK
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In April 2019, GlaxoSmithKline
announced a significant expansion
of their long-standing Montanabased manufacturing facility. “For
more than a decade, our Hamilton
facility has supported GSK’s
adjuvant system development
program,” said Jack Bailey, President,
U.S. Pharmaceuticals, GSK. “By
expanding the adjuvant system
production capabilities in Hamilton,
we will continue to deliver longterm and sustainable supply for key
vaccines, including SHINGRIX.”
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